In 10], Lutz proposed a notion of source, a nonrandom sequence that can substitute in a certain way for the random bits used by boundederror probabilistic machines. He showed that almost every sequence in DSPACE(2 polynomial ) is a source. We improve this abundance result to PSPACE, by rst showing that the sources are exactly the classical normal numbers (or normal sequences) of Borel. There are sequences clearly in P that have long been known to be normal, and we go on to show there are sources in AC 0 : This suggests that alternate notions of source should be explored.
Introduction
In 10], Lutz examines a particular kind of pseudorandomness useful for simulating the bounded-error probabilistic machines. The pseudorandomness is not in the form of a generator, that expands a short truly random string, but instead is a single computable sequence, called a source, whose elements can substitute for random bits in a repeated simulation of every bounded-error machine. Thus a source is a particular sequence that is \random enough" in a quanti able way.
Lutz's work captures two intuitive properties of sources. Intuitively, sources are universal, i.e., a single source should work for all machines and all inputs, and sources are abundant, i.e., almost all sequences should be sources. Universality is built in to the de nition of source (see below), while abundance is at a particular level of resource boundedness | almost every sequence in E 2 SPACE = DSPACE(2 polynomial ) is shown to be a source. Lutz also trades
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some universality for abundance, showing that for any one machine, almost all sequences in ESPACE = DSPACE(2 linear ) are, for all inputs, sources.
While Lutz was primarily interested in the BPP machines, he notes that the results hold for all bounded error machines, i.e., almost every sequence in E 2 SPACE can replace a random sequence for bounded-error machines of arbitrary complexity. This suggests that the complexity of a sequence S has little to do with the complexity of languages having machines for which S is a source. We show that if a sequence is known to be a source for the constant-time bounded-error machines, then it will be a source for arbitrary bounded-error machines, since in both cases these sequences are exactly the classical normal sequences (or normal numbers) of 3]. The condition of normality proves easier to work with than the condition of being a source, and in this way we are able to improve the arguments of 10] , showing that almost all sequences in PSPACE are sources.
A third intuitive property of sources is hardness. There should be no sources in P unless P = BPP: There are, however, very simple normal numbers, and we go on to construct a normal number in AC 0 : The existence of our AC 0 source does not make BPP languages any easier, and so the sources considered here are not hard by this criterion. An alternate notion of source is considered in 1] that captures individual sequences that are useful for simulating BPP.
De nitions
A probabilistic machine is a Turing machine with a usual input tape and another one-way, read-only input tape, called the random tape, each cell of which contains a 0 or a 1. For each input x and each sequence S on the random tape the machine halts. For each x we write Pr M (x) = P 2 ?jsj ; where the sum is over all strings s such that, in the course of deciding x with some (and therefore any) extension S of s on the random tape, M reads exactly the bits in s and then accepts x: A bounded-error machine is a probabilistic machine with the property that there's a real number r > 0 such that for each x; j Pr M (x) ? 1=2j r (the maximum such r is the reliability of the machine). This machine is said to recognize the language L(M) of words x such that Pr(x 2 L) = Pr M (x) > 1=2:
The class of bounded-error machines will be denoted B.
We also consider a small class of machines, B1. A B1 machine ignores its input, ips some nite number of coins (the number of coins ipped may depend on the outcome of already-ipped coins, but is nite on all paths), and decides whether or not to accept its input (the 1 in B1 is supposed to stand for constant time: since a B1 machine ignores its input, it runs in constant time). We require the probability of acceptance to be \bounded away" from 1=2 (the probability will be exactly a=2 b ; for some a 6 = 2 b?1 and b equal to the maximum number of coins ipped). The class of languages accepted by such machines is f;; f0; 1g g:
Note that a B1 machine is a BPP machine, which in turn is a B machine, where BPP denotes the polynomial-time bounded-error machines.
For many of the machines in this chapter, the input is either ignored or can be considered part of the machine. We are interested in how changes to the random tape a ect the outcome of the computation. In these cases, it will be convenient to let \run M on s" mean \run M with s on the random tape."
We de ne source as in 10].
De nition 1 The lower density of a subset A N is lim inf n jA \ f1; : : : ; ngj n :
A source is a sequence S such that for all bounded-error machines M, all r > 0, and all inputs x; if M has reliability r and we run M on x repeatedly, using successive bits from S; then the lower density of correctly deciding runs is at least (1=2 + r):
That is, for a bounded-error machine M of reliability r and input x; let M 0 be the machine that repeatedly runs M on x with S on M 0 's random tape, and Strictly speaking, this de nition is stronger than in 10], where the liminf must be greater than 1=2 but may be less than 1=2 + r: In practice, however, proofs here and most proofs in 10] that S is a source show that for any r 0 2 (0; r) the lower density of correct runs of M on S is at least 1=2 + r 0 ; while proofs that S is not a source show that the fraction of correct runs is at most 1=2:
As in 10], we will let SOURCE(B) denote the set of all sources. We will also let SOURCE(B1) denote the sources for the bounded-error machines that ignore their input, and SOURCE(BPP) denote the sources for the polynomialtime bounded-error machines. Note that a sequence is a source if it succeeds on every machine in some class, so we are letting the symbol BPP do double duty representing a class of languages and a class of machines. Let UB1, UBPP and UB denote the classes of B1, BPP and B machines, respectively, that, for each input x; always ip some number m(x) random bits on each path of computation. Note the languages recognized by UBPP and BPP machines coincide and the languages in UB and B coincide (the latter are the recursive languages), so UB and UBPP might have developed as the classes of boundederror machines, but historically B and BPP have been so designated instead.
We turn now from machines to sequences. One can de ne normal sequences for alphabets with r > 2 symbols. Such sequences are said to be normal in the scale of r. We will mostly consider only such r's that are powers of 2.
Normal sequences were rst mentioned in 3], where it is noted that all reals except on a set of measure zero are normal numbers, i.e., have binary expansions which are normal in the scale of 2. In 4], it is shown that the decimal version of the sequence 1 10 11 100 101 110 111 1000 : : :; formed by concatenating the binary numbers, is normal, and in 5] a criterion is given for a set fa i g of integers so that the concatenation of the a i 's be normal.
A language L will be identi ed with its characteristic sequence L : enumerate the strings, and set bit i of L to 1 i the i th string is in L: Following 10], we can say that a sequence is in a complexity class i it is the characteristic sequence of a language in that class. Note that string s appears in position 1s ? 1 (prepend a 1 to s then subtract 1), starting with in position 0. string 0 1 00 01 : : : postition + 1 1 10 11 100 101 : : :
In this paper we will only consider classes powerful enough to compute s 7 ! 1s ? 1; so the above de nition is equivalent to the following, which will be used here:
De nition 3 S 2 C if the language fx : the x th bit of S is 1g is in C:
We will show that B1 sources are normal, then that normal sequences are sources for B. Since a B1 machine is a B machine, all sources for B are sources for B1. In particular, this shows that a sequence is a source for B i it is a source for any class of bounded error machines between B1 and B, e.g., BPP.
Theorem 4 Any source for B1 is normal. Proof. Suppose S is not normal. Then there's a string s with one-sided density bounded away from 2 ?jsj ; we will construct a B1 machine M that detects this bias. That is, we will also construct an in nite set A of integers n; so that M on S n accepts more than half the time, while M as a probabilistic machine rejects.
We may assume s is of minimal length; so in particular s ? has density 2 ?js?j : Let > 0 be such that the relative frequency of s to s ? is at least 1=2+ in nitely often (or is at most 1=2 ? ; wlog assume the former).
First we consider the case s ? 6 = : Choose > 0 small enough that (1 ? )(1=2 + ) > 1=2:
Next, choose N large enough that js ? j N < 1 2 2 ?js?j : Choose n 0 large enough that for all n > n 0 the density of s ? is at least 1 2 2 ?js?j on S n ; (1) and, nally, let A be the set of n > max(n 0 ; N) so that (s : s ? ) Sn (1=2 + ): The machine M is de ned by the following: Read random bits until either s or s 0 appears, but not more than N random bits. If s appears before s 0 accept, if s 0 appears before s reject (and read no more bits in these cases), and if neither s nor s 0 appears in N random bits reject (but read all N bits even if after reading N ? jsj + 1 bits it is known that neither s nor s 0 will appear).
As a probabilistic machine, M accepts with probability strictly less than 1=2; so M is a bounded-error machine accepting ;: Also, note that M ignores its input. Thus M is a B1 machine. We will check the performance of M run on S; verifying that M behaves di erently on S than on random strings. Fix n 2 A: The main observation is that when M is run on S n ; at least (1? ) As a probabilistic machine, M accepts with probability (1 ? 2 ?N ) 1=2 = 1=2 ? 2 ?(N+1) ; so M is a bounded error machine accepting ;: On the other hand, for n 2 A and M run on S n ; the machine M accepts at least (1 ? 2 ?N )(1=2 + ) > 1=2 of the time. That is, for in nitely many n; M accepts f0; 1g more than half the time when run on S n ; so S is not a source.
To prove the next inclusion, we need some lemmas:
Lemma 5 We now give the argument more formally. Let r 0 < r; we will show that for large enough n; if M is repeatedly run on x using random bits from S n ; at least (1=2 + r 0 ) of the runs will be correct. Put R = 1=2 + r 0 1=2 + r < 1; so it is su cient to show that at least (1=2 + r)R runs succeed using bits of S: Pick ; small enough that 
times among the (2 N+2m2 )-digits in S n ; of which there are n=(N + 2m 2 ): When M is run repeatedly on S n ; some runs of M span two consecutive (2 N+2m2 )-digits of S n ; while others use bits entirely within a single (2 N+2m2 )-digit. For any (2 N+2m2 )-digit d in S n ; let the interior of d denote the maximal in x substring s of d such that some run of M on S n starts on the rst bit of s; and some later run of M on S n ends on the last bit of s: Note that the interior of any (2 N+2m2 )-digit is at least N bits long. The correct-to-total ratio on all S n is at least the correct-to-total ratio on the good interiors times the ratio of runs on good interiors to total runs. That is, using a m 2 in (4), the ratio of correct runs to total runs on S n is at least Since a B1 machine is a B machine, we have, for any class B 0 with B1 B 0 B (e.g., B 0 = BPP), Corollary 9 The following are equivalent:
The sequence S is a source for B. The sequence S is a source for B 0 : The sequence S is normal.
Abundance of Normal Numbers
It is easily shown that (in the sense of Lebesgue measure) almost every real number between 0 and 1 is normal, i.e., has a normal binary expansion (see 3]; the fact also follows from the proof below that almost every sequence is normal in a resource-bounded sense). Lutz has shown 10] that almost every E 2 SPACE sequence is a source for B, (in the sense of measure de ned there). We now show that, using the notion of measure on PSPACE de ned in 12], almost every PSPACE sequence is normal, thereby concluding that almost every PSPACE sequence is a source. First, we brie y recall the formulation of resource-bounded measure of 12] .
The concept of resource-bounded measure on exponential and larger time and space classes was introduced by Lutz (see 11] ). Extending measure downward to PSPACE or P involves some subtleties, and is accomplished in 12] ; then it is proven that the \ (PSPACE)-union" S A i is null. The complement of a measure zero set Z is said to have measure one, and we say that almost every language in PSPACE is in the complement of Z.
We will construct a martingale to cover the abnormal sequences. The strategy is to cover the set of abnormal sequences by writing this as a (PSPACE)-union of more manageable pieces. Proof. This is a minor extension to showing that almost every language is exponentially dense (see 12]).
We will de ne a martingale d covering the non-(s; )-tusn sequences, i.e., sequences where s ? appears in nitely often and for in nitely many N we have We have to show this martingale is (PSPACE)-computable, i.e., we have to show how to do enough arithmetic to compute d(w): Note that and s are constants in this Lemma (and below they will be input, but can be provided in an expanded representation), so we need to consider the complexity as a function of jwj:
We need to compute wlog assume the former) in S N : We may assume s is the shortest string for which there exists so that this holds, so s ? appears in nitely often. We have (s : s ? ) N > 1 2 (1 + ) for in nitely many N; so S 2 X s;r;+ X for r a power of 2 greater than 2= :
We have given a (PSPACE)-computable martingale that covers all the nonnormal sequences, not just those in PSPACE. Since a (PSPACE)-machine is an EXP machine, etc, it follows that almost every sequence in C is normal, for suitable larger classes C such as EXP, or 2 :
One might ask about pushing this measure result below PSPACE. In the next section we give an example of a normal sequence in AC 0 , and in any case normal numbers in P are easy to nd. De ning a notion of measure on P, however, is more di cult than on PSPACE, and the notions of measure on P provided in 1, 15] are not strong enough to make almost every sequence normal.
We now make a small digression from probabilistic machines. In this section we construct a normal sequence in DLOGTIME-uniform AC 0 : Let s r denote the concatenation of the strings of length r; so for example s 2 = 00011011 (we will say that s r is the concatenation of the padded numerals of length r). In 4] it is shown that the decimal version of the sequence S = s 1 s 2 s 3 : : : = 0 1 00 01 10 11 000 : : :;
formed by concatenating the numerals, is normal. While this sequence is easy to describe, and clearly in P, we have no proof that it's in AC 0 : Moreover, a straightforward way of computing it requires division by small numbers, and division by 3 is known not to be in AC 0 (see 2]). Thus we use a variant, S 0 ;
computed by the program in Figure 1 , and shown in part in Table 1 . In Table 1 we put Here r ! 1; and n can assume any value less than js r j = r2 r : Proposition 16 The sequence S 0 is normal. Proof. Let s be a nite string. First, only nitely-many of the s r 's in S 0 have r < jsj; so we may ignore these. For r jsj; the density of s is perfect on any (complete) appearance of s r ; ignoring o(js r j) appearances of s spanning the boundary of two consecutive numerals within s r : Comparing the sequences S and S 0 we see there are at least (js r j) bits preceding any appearance of s r ; so by the Lemma, the density of s is asymptotically correct on the last fragment of an s r :
Proposition 17 The sequence S 0 is in AC 0 : Proof. We need to show how to accept the language of x's such that bit x of S 0 is 1. First we describe an algorithm without regard to complexity, then show that the algorithm can be computed in DLOGTIME-uniform-AC 0 : Given x; nd the largest k such that g 2 k ?1 x: If x ? g 2 k ?1 < 2 k 2 2 k then bit x is in the rst appearance of s 2 k : Divide x ? g 2 k ?1 by 2 k : Pad the quotient if necessary with leading zeros, and bit x of S 0 will be the bit of the padded quotient indexed by the remainder i.e., the padded quotient forms the numeral in s 2 k containing bit x; and the remainder is the position of bit x within that numeral). If x ? g 2 k ?1 2 k 2 2 k ; then bit x falls within an appearance of s 2 k?1 following the rst appearance of s 2 k : Divide x ? g 2 k ?1 ? 2 k 2 2 k by 2 k?1 ; the lowest 2 k?1 bits of the padded quotient form the numeral containing bit x; and the remainder is the position of bit x within the appearance.
Note that k log log x is truly small. In AC 0 we can perform addition involves nothing more than these operations. We can search all k log log x to nd the maximal k with g 2 k ?1 x: The divisions and remainders mentioned can all be done by bit shifts, as can be the nal test of a speci ed bit of a speci ed string, for bit positions up to 2 k log x:
Conclusion
We've shown that the sources for BPP, as de ned, are exactly the normal numbers, and so there's a source in AC 0 : This result does not, however, make BPP problems easier, since we may need to run exponentially many simulations before the behavior becomes close to asymptotic. We consider this is a drawback in the de nition of source. Intuitively, we feel that a notion of source should make the complexity of a source at least the complexity of the languages decidable using the source. Other possible notions of source are considered in 1].
